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A new astronomical visualization from NASA's Universe of Learning
showcases the multiwavelength emissions (from infrared light through X-
rays) and three-dimensional structures surrounding Eta Carinae, one of
the most massive and eruptive stars in our galaxy. The video, "Eta
Carinae: The Great Eruption of a Massive Star," is being released today
on hubblesite.org and universe-of-learning.org.
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Eta Carinae, or Eta Car, is famous for a brilliant and unusual outburst,
called the "Great Eruption," observed in the 1840s. This briefly made it
one of the brightest stars in the night sky, releasing almost as much
visible light as a supernova explosion.

The star survived the outburst, and slowly faded away for the next five
decades. The primary cause of this brightness change is a small nebula of
gas and dust, called the Homunculus Nebula, that was expelled during
the blast, and has blocked the light of the star.

Observations using NASA's Hubble Space Telescope and Chandra X-ray
Observatory reveal the details in visible, ultraviolet, and X-ray light.
Astronomers and artists at the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI)
in Baltimore, Maryland have developed three-dimensional models to
represent the hourglass shape of the Homunculus and the clouds of
glowing gas that encompass it. The result is a stunning tour of the nested
emissions that brings the 2D images to 3D life.

"The team did such an amazing job representing the volumetric layers
that viewers can immediately and intuitively comprehend the complex
structure around Eta Car," said Frank Summers, principal visualization
scientist at STScI and project lead. "We can not only tell the story of the
Great Eruption, but also showcase the resulting nebula in 3D."

In addition, Eta Car is extremely bright at infrared wavelengths, and its
radiation impacts the much larger Carina Nebula where it resides.
Working with NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope observations, the team
was able to place Eta Car in context of the dazzling infrared view of the
star-forming region.

"Spitzer's infrared image lets us peer through the dust that obscures our
view in visible light to reveal the intricate details and extent of the
Carina Nebula around this brilliant star," commented Robert Hurt, lead
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visualization scientist at Caltech/IPAC and team member.

Extending the goals of NASA's Universe of Learning, the visualization
assets promote learning beyond the video sequence. "We can take these
models like the one for Eta Car and use them in 3D printing and
augmented reality programs," noted Kim Arcand, visualization lead
scientist at the Chandra X-ray Center in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
"This means more people can put their hands on the data—literally and
virtually—and this makes for better learning and engagement."

Eta Carinae is one of the most massive stars known. These exceptional
stars are prone to outbursts during their lives. They will end their lives by
collapsing into a black hole, probably accompanied by a supernova
explosion. Eta Car is one of the nearest and best studied examples for
learning about the energetic life and death of very massive stars.

Want to learn more? The visualization video and extensive related
resources, which will include an upcoming Universe of Learning online
live chat with Summers about the visualization, can be found at 
universeunplugged.ipac.caltech … ideo/astroviz-etacar.

Provided by Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI)
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